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Introduction
This pilot’s guide provides an overview of fling ICAO flight plans in ForeFlight 

Mobile on the iPad. 

For general information about ForeFlight Mobile, please refer to the “Pilot’s Guide 
to ForeFlight Mobile” available in the app in Documents > Catalog > ForeFlight or at 
www.foreflight.com/support/pilots-guide/.
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Flights (previously File & Brief)
About the Design

The Flights view of ForeFlight Mobile provides a quick way to enter details about a 
flight that can depart 10 minutes from now or days in advance. On Flights you can 
enter your departure and destination, then use the Route Advisor and Altitude 
Advisor. Flight details such as ETE, Fuel, and winds update dynamically, and are sent 
to the filing form when you tap “Proceed to File.” You can also send the route to the 
Maps view using the send-to button in the upper-right corner. 
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Before Creating a New Flight Plan 
You can use ForeFlight Mobile to file most flight plans with Leidos (formerly 

Lockheed Martin Flight Service - LMFS) or DUATS. Canadian VFR ICAO flight plans are 
sent directly from ForeFlight to Canadian flight services.

✤ If you enter your DUATS credentials on the More > Accounts tab, your 
US VFR/IFR plan will be filed through DUATS. 

✤ If you do not enter DUATS credentials, your US VFR/IFR plan will be 
filed through LMFS. 

✤ All non-Canadian ICAO flight plans are filed directly with LMFS even if 
you have entered DUATS credentials.

IFR and VFR flight plans filed through LMFS can be Amended or Cancelled on the 
Flights view up to 30 minutes prior to filed ETD. VFR ICAO flight plans filed through 
LMFS can be Activated or Closed on the Flights view. Once a VFR flight plan has been 
Activated, it cannot be Amended or Cancelled using ForeFlight Mobile.

Flight plans filed through DUATS cannot be amended or cancelled inside of 
ForeFlight Mobile. However if your flight departs more than 2 hours in the future, you 
can sign-in to your DUATS account at www.duats.com to cancel the flight. 

Creating a New Flight Plan
Flight plans can be created in three ways:  From a route created in the Maps view, 

or by tapping the New or Copy Flight button on the Flights view.

Maps:  As discussed in the Maps section of this guide, a new flight plan form can 
be started from a map-based route by tapping the Send To... button on the 
Navigation Log and choosing Flights. After completing entry of the flight details, tap 
the “Proceed to File” button to move to the filing view. The flight plan form will be 
filled in according to the route details (including speeds, times and fuel burn) and 
last-filed values as in a new plan.

New:  To create a new flight plan form from scratch, tap Flights button at the 
bottom-right, then tap the “+” button in the upper-center. This displays a new flight 
form. You can enter your departure and destination, and ETD, choose your aircraft, 
and performance profile, pick a routes using the Routes button, and open the 
Altitude advisor to pick the best altitude for your trip.

Copy Flight:  To use a previous flight form as a template for a new one, select the 
desired form from the list, scroll down, then tap “Copy Flight”. This creates a new 
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flight form based on the selected plan with the departure time updated to 10 minutes 
from the current time.

Tapping the Send to button on the Flights view and choosing Maps will display 
the current flight plan on the Maps view. Changes made on the Maps view are not 
automatically reflected in the plan on the Flights view, so if you make changes you 
will need to tap the Send To... button on the Navigation Log and choose Flights to 
start a new plan with the updated details.

Choosing between FAA/Domestic and ICAO Flight Plans
You can create either an ICAO flight plan or an FAA/Domestic flight plan. ICAO 

flight plans are expected to be required for flights in the US beginning in late 2017. 
ICAO flight plans are required today when:

1) The flight will enter international airspace, including Oceanic airspace 
controlled by FAA facilities.

2) The flight expects routing or separation based on Performance Based 
Navigation (PBN), ie: RNAV SIDs and STARs

3) The flight will enter Reduced Vertical Separation Minima (RVSM) airspace, ie: 
FL290 or above.

4) The flight expects services based on ADS-B.

Flights that remain wholly within domestic United States airspace and do not 
meet any of the 4 criteria listed above can still use a FAA/Domestic flight plan. 

So if you are filing a regular VFR, IFR, or non RVSM flight-level IFR flight plan, you 
can file using the FAA/Domestic flight plan. If you're planning to file for a GPS T-route 
or to fly a GPS approach at your destination, then you can still file using the FAA/
Domestic flight plan.

One other thing to consider is that if you file an ICAO flight plan, you can Amend & 
Cancel, and if your plan is a VFR plan, Activate & Close the plan on the Flights view in 
ForeFlight Mobile.
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Creating an ICAO Flight Plan
Before creating an ICAO flight plan, you should make sure that you have entered 

the ICAO-specific information for your aircraft on More > Aircraft. Once you have 
entered this information, create a new plan and tap the “Proceed to File” button at 
the bottom of the Flights view. Then , then tap on the Form Type and choose ICAO.

Flight Rules

ForeFlight Mobile currently supports 
VFR and IFR, and VFR (DC SFRA) ICAO flight 
plans. Other countries may also allow YFR 
and ZFR flight plans, but those are not yet 
supported in the US.

NOTE: YFR is for flights that will initially 
will be operated under IFR, followed by one 
or more changes of flight rules. ZFR is for 
flights that will initially will be operated 
under VFR, followed by one or more 
changes of flight rules.

Tap the Flight Rules box and choose the 
appropriate Flight Rules.

Special Considerations for Canadian 
VFR Flight Plans

While ForeFlight supports filing VFR 
flight plans in Canada using the ICAO flight 
plan form, the form does not include all the 
fields present on the official Nav Canada 
flight plan form, including some that are 
required to be filled. Because of this, certain 
fields in the ICAO flight plan form must be 
used to convey this information.

First, a pilot must supply his or her pilot 
license number to file a VFR flight plan in 
Canada. Enter that in the “License #” field in 
the Pilot section of the ICAO form. 

Second, a pilot flying in Canada must 
supply a destination contact and phone number which may be used in case search 
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and rescue operations need to be initiated.  This information can be included in the 
Destination Contact and Phone fields in the ICAO form. 

    

See also the note at the end of the Activating or Closing an ICAO VFR Flight Plan 
section for important information about closing any cross-border VFR flight plan.

Special Considerations for European Flight Plans

ForeFlight supports filing IFR flight plans within Europe. You can plan and file an 
intra-European flight plan the same as you would a U.S. flight plan and it will be sent 
to Eurocontrol by ForeFlight. 

For any route that passes through 
Eurocontrol airspace, Route Advisor 
w i l l e v a l u a t e t h e r o u t e a g a i n s t 
Eurocontrol’s complex system of route 
constraints and display a “Eurocontrol 
Valid” or “Eurocontrol Invalid” label 
beneath the route. A second validity 
check is also performed when you file 
the route to catch any validation 
issues that may have been raised by 
changes you made to the flight after 
selecting the route.

After your flight plan is sent to 
E u r o c o n t r o l , a n y s l o t a l l o c a t i o n 
messages (SAM) and slot revision 
messages (SRM) from Eurocontrol will 
be sent directly to your email address 
when received from Eurocontrol.

NOTE: Only intra-European flight plans may currently be filed within ForeFlight. 
Do not attempt to file intercontinental flights through ForeFlight.
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STS Special Handling

If your flight plan includes a special status, tap STS Special Handling and choose 
one of the following:

      

 

Flight Status Definition

Altitude reservation (aka: ALTRV)
A flight operated in accordance with an 
altitude reservation.

ATFM exempt (aka: ATFMX)
A flight approved for exemption from ATFM 
measures by the appropriate ATS authority.

Fire-fighting (aka: FFR) Fire-fighting.

Flight check (aka: FLTCK) Flight check for calibration of navaids.

Hazardous material (aka: HAZMAT) A flight carrying hazardous material.

Head of States (aka: HEAD) A flight with Head of State status.

Medical flight (aka: HOSP)
A medical flight declared by medical 
authorities.

Humanitarian (aka: HUM)
A flight operating on a humanitarian 
mission.
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Flight Status Definition

Military separation (aka: MARSA)
A flight for which a military entity assumes 
responsibility for separation of military 
aircraft. 

Medical Evacuation (aka: MEDEVAC)
A life-critical medical emergency 
evacuation.

Non-RVSM in RVSM (aka: NONRVSM)
A non-RVSM capable flight intending to 
operate in RVSM airspace.

Search and rescue (aka: SAR)
A flight engaged in a search and rescue 
mission.

Military/police (aka: STATE)
A flight engaged in military, customs or 
police services.
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Dinghy & Emergency

If you are carrying one or more dinghies, enter 
the Number, total capacity (ie: 2, 10-person 
dinghies = 20 Persons) and Color, and indicate 
whether the dinghies are covered.

If your aircraft carries Life Jackets, Radios, and/
or Survival gear, tap on the entry and choose the 
appropriate type.

Exporting an ICAO Flight Plan

You can generate a formatted PDF of your flight 
plan in the official ICAO layout by tapping the Send 
To button in the bottom-left of the filing form and 
tapping “Export PDF”. Tap the Send To button in the 
top-right to share the PDF via AirDrop, email, or print. 
When you tap Close in the top-left you will have the 
option to save the PDF as a document. If you tap 
“Yes” it will save the PDF in the Imported tab of the 
Documents Catalog, allowing you to add the PDF to 
any binder by tapping on it.
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Filing your Flight Plan (FAA/Domestic or ICAO)
Once your flight plan form is complete, you can file it using the Proceed to File 

button at the bottom right of the form, then pressing the File button, and confirming 
the action in the pop-up.  

         

The flight plan will either be accepted and you will be notified of a successful file, 
or it will be rejected and ForeFlight Mobile will identify the error reported by DUATS, 
or LMFS.  

If rejected, you can correct the error and re-file.

Once a flight plan has been filed, it will no longer be editable, but it can be 
Amended. To create a new flight plan form from the filed plan, tap the Copy Flight 
button at the bottom of the Flight listing.

Amending or Canceling an ICAO VFR or IFR Flight Plan
After you have filed an ICAO VFR or IFR flight plan, tap the “Amend” button at the 

bottom of the Flights view to make changes to the plan. When you do, the flight plan 
status changes to: ICAO - Filed (amending.)

Once you have made your changes, tap the “File Changes” button to file the 
amended plan, or tap “Discard Changes” if you don’t want to make changes to the 
plan.

IFR flight plans can be amended or canceled until 47 minutes before the filed ETD. 
VFR flight plans can be amended or cancelled up to 2 hours after the filed ETD.

Activating or Closing an ICAO VFR Flight Plan
Once you have filed an ICAO VFR flight plan, tap the “Activate” button to activate 

the flight plan with Lockheed Martin Flight Service. 
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Activating the plan using ForeFlight is equivalent to calling Flight Service to 
activate a VFR plan. 

VFR flight plans must be activated within 2 hours of the filed ETD. If it is more than 
2 hours after the filed ETD, you must re-file the flight plan with a revised ETD.

After your plan is activated, the “Close” button will be displayed for that plan. Tap 
the “Close” button to close an Active plan. VFR plans can only be closed if they were 
Activated using ForeFlight mobile.

IMPORTANT: After you land, or if you decide to cancel the flight after activating,  
be sure to tap “Close” to close the activated flight plan using ForeFlight Mobile, or 
call Flight Service to close the activated flight plan. If you have filed and activated a 
cross-border VFR flight plan (e.g. from the U.S to Canada) you must close the flight 
plan directly by calling the destination country’s flight service (NavCanada in 
Canada, FSS in the U.S.). Failure to close the flight plan with the destination 
country may result in Search and Rescue being initiated.

Managing Flights
When viewing the listing of flight plan, you may wish to remove some to keep the 

length of the list under control. To remove a flight plan, swipe your finger from right 
to left across the entry, then tap the red “Delete” button. You can also tap the red 
“Delete” button at the bottom of an entry and confirm to delete it. 

NOTE: Deleting a filed or activated flight plan will not cancel or close the flight 
plan, but will remove it from your account on all devices, preventing you from 
making further changes to it in ForeFlight. Do not delete a flight plan that has been 
filed or activated without first canceling or closing it.
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More
The More view provides access to account info, application settings, aircraft, user 

waypoints, and the About view. Tap the options on the left to view each of these 
different sub-views.

Aircraft Information Required for ICAO Flight Plans
Before creating or filing an ICAO flight plan, be sure to enter the ICAO specific 

information for your aircraft, at More > Aircraft. Tap on each applicable Equipment 
category (ICAO Equipment, ICAO Surveillance, ICAO Wake Category, and ICAO PBN) 
and select the options that correspond to your aircraft. 

The various options are explained in the following 
sections.

ICAO Equipment

I C A O E q u i p m e n t c o d e s s p e c i f y t h e r a d i o 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n , n a v i g a t i o n a n d a p p r o a c h a i d 
equipment and capabilities installed in your aircraft. 
Select the appropriate equipment for your aircraft if it 
is installed and serviceable, the flight crew is qualified 
to operate the equipment, and any applicable 
authorizations have been received from appropriate 
authorities. 

The options in each category equipment can be 
confusing at first glance, so a good initial approach is 
if you don’t know what a particular piece of equipment 
is, don’t select it because you probably do not have it 
in your aircraft.

For ease of explanation, the ICAO Equipment are 
grouped into tables below:

✤ Radio Communication, Navigation and Approach Aids 

✤ Controller Pilot Data Link Communication (CPDLC) Equipment

✤ Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) & 
SATCOM Communication Equipment
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Radio Communication, Navigation and Approach Aids

Choose N (NIL) if no Comm/Nav/approach aid equipment for the route to be flown is 
carried, or if the equipment is unserviceable;
Choose N (NIL) if no Comm/Nav/approach aid equipment for the route to be flown is 
carried, or if the equipment is unserviceable;
Choose N (NIL) if no Comm/Nav/approach aid equipment for the route to be flown is 
carried, or if the equipment is unserviceable;
Choose N (NIL) if no Comm/Nav/approach aid equipment for the route to be flown is 
carried, or if the equipment is unserviceable;
Choose N (NIL) if no Comm/Nav/approach aid equipment for the route to be flown is 
carried, or if the equipment is unserviceable;
Choose N (NIL) if no Comm/Nav/approach aid equipment for the route to be flown is 
carried, or if the equipment is unserviceable;

OR choose S (Standard) if the aircraft has VHF RTF, VOR, and ILS within U.S. domestic 
airspace, and/or choose any other applicable from the list below: 
OR choose S (Standard) if the aircraft has VHF RTF, VOR, and ILS within U.S. domestic 
airspace, and/or choose any other applicable from the list below: 
OR choose S (Standard) if the aircraft has VHF RTF, VOR, and ILS within U.S. domestic 
airspace, and/or choose any other applicable from the list below: 
OR choose S (Standard) if the aircraft has VHF RTF, VOR, and ILS within U.S. domestic 
airspace, and/or choose any other applicable from the list below: 
OR choose S (Standard) if the aircraft has VHF RTF, VOR, and ILS within U.S. domestic 
airspace, and/or choose any other applicable from the list below: 
OR choose S (Standard) if the aircraft has VHF RTF, VOR, and ILS within U.S. domestic 
airspace, and/or choose any other applicable from the list below: 

A
Ground Based 
Augmentation System 
(GBAS) landing system

B
Localizer Performance 
with Vertical guidance: 
LPV (APV with SBAS)

C LORAN C

D DME F ADF G GNSS

H HF RTF I Inertial Navigation K MLS

L
ILS (not needed if S is 
selected)

O
VOR (not needed if S is 
selected)

R

Performance Based 
Navigation (PBN) 
Approved. MUST also 
select equipment in 
aircraft’s ICAO PBN 
section.

T TACAN U UHF RTF V
VHF RTF (not needed if 
S is selected)

W RVSM X

Minimum Navigation 
Performance 
Specifications (MNPS) 
Approved

Y VHF 88.3 kHz spacing

Z

Other (specify on 
Flight Plan form, 
Enroute section, Other 
Flight Info: NAV 
and/or COM)
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Controller Pilot Data Link Communication (CPDLC) Equipment

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.
Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.
Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.
Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.
Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.
Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.

P1 CPDLC RCP 400 P2 CPDLC RCP 240 P3 SATVOICE RCP 400

J1
CPDLC ATN VDL 
Mode 2

J2 CPDLC FANS 1/A HFDL J3
CPDLC FANS 1/A VDL 
Mode 4

J4
CPDLC FANS 1/A VDL 
Mode 2

J5
CPDLC FANS 1/A 
SATCOM (INMARSAT)

J6
CPDLC FANS 1/A 
SATCOM (MTSAT)

J7
CPDLC FANS 1/A 
SATCOM (Iridium)

Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) & SATCOM 
Communication Equipment

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.
Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.
Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.
Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it.

E1
Flight Management Computer (FMC) 
Waypoint Reporting ACARS

M1 ATC RTF SATCOM (INMARSAT)

E2
Datalink Flight Information System 
(DFIS) ACARS

M2 ATC RTF (MTSAT)

E3
Pre-Departure Clearance (PDC) 
ACARS

M3 ATC RTF (Iridium)
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ICAO Surveillance

ICAO Surveillance includes Transponder and ADS-B and -C equipment.

Transponder

Choose N (NIL) if no operable transponder; OR choose one of the following:Choose N (NIL) if no operable transponder; OR choose one of the following:Choose N (NIL) if no operable transponder; OR choose one of the following:Choose N (NIL) if no operable transponder; OR choose one of the following:Choose N (NIL) if no operable transponder; OR choose one of the following:Choose N (NIL) if no operable transponder; OR choose one of the following:

A
Mode A (ie: no Mode 
C), 4 digits - 4096 
codes

C
Mode A, 4 digits - 
4096 codes and 
Mode C

E

Mode S, including 
aircraft identification, 
pressure altitude and 
Extended Squitter 
(ADS-B)

H

Mode S, including 
aircraft identification, 
pressure altitude, and 
enhanced surveillance 
capability*

I

Mode S, including 
aircraft identification 
and enhanced 
surveillance 
capability*, but no 
pressure-altitude 
capability

L

Mode S, including 
aircraft identification, 
pressure-altitude, 
Extended Squitter 
(ADS-B), and 
enhanced 
surveillance 
capability*

P

Mode S, including 
pressure-altitude but 
no aircraft 
identification 
capability

S

Mode S, including 
pressure-altitude and 
aircraft identification 
capability

X

Mode S, without 
pressure-altitude or 
aircraft identification 
capability

*: Enhanced surveillance capability is the ability of the aircraft to downlink aircraft derived data via 
Mode S transponder
*: Enhanced surveillance capability is the ability of the aircraft to downlink aircraft derived data via 
Mode S transponder
*: Enhanced surveillance capability is the ability of the aircraft to downlink aircraft derived data via 
Mode S transponder
*: Enhanced surveillance capability is the ability of the aircraft to downlink aircraft derived data via 
Mode S transponder
*: Enhanced surveillance capability is the ability of the aircraft to downlink aircraft derived data via 
Mode S transponder
*: Enhanced surveillance capability is the ability of the aircraft to downlink aircraft derived data via 
Mode S transponder
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ADS Equipment

If aircraft is equipped with ADS-B or -C, choose one column per applicable 
row(s):
If aircraft is equipped with ADS-B or -C, choose one column per applicable 
row(s):
If aircraft is equipped with ADS-B or -C, choose one column per applicable 
row(s):
If aircraft is equipped with ADS-B or -C, choose one column per applicable 
row(s):
If aircraft is equipped with ADS-B or -C, choose one column per applicable 
row(s):

B1
ADS-B with dedicated 
1090MHz Out only or B2

ADS-B with dedicated 1090MHz Out 
and In

U1
ADS-B with dedicated 978MHz 
UAT Out only or U2

ADS-B with dedicated 978MHz UAT 
Out and In

V1
ADS-B Out only using VDL 
Mode 4

or V2 ADS-B Out and In using VDL Mode 4

And if your aircraft is equipped with Automatic Dependent Surveillance-
Contract (ADS-C), also choose one of the following:
And if your aircraft is equipped with Automatic Dependent Surveillance-
Contract (ADS-C), also choose one of the following:
And if your aircraft is equipped with Automatic Dependent Surveillance-
Contract (ADS-C), also choose one of the following:
And if your aircraft is equipped with Automatic Dependent Surveillance-
Contract (ADS-C), also choose one of the following:
And if your aircraft is equipped with Automatic Dependent Surveillance-
Contract (ADS-C), also choose one of the following:

D1
ADS-C with FANS 1/A 
capability

or G1 ADS-C with ATN capabilities

For example, if your aircraft is equipped with ADS-B Out on 1090ES only, choose 
B1. If your aircraft has ADS-B Out & In on 1090ES and 978, choose B2 and U2.

IMPORTANT: an iPad + ADS-B receiver does not “count” for ADS-B In. 
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ICAO Performance Based Navigation (PBN)

ICAO Performance Based Navigation (PBN) includes Area Navigation (RNAV) and Required 
Navigation Performance (RNP) capabilities. You can select up to 8 RNAV + RNP options.

Area Navigation (RNAV) Capabilities

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it. IMPORTANT: Do not select more than 8 RNAV + RNP 
options.

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it. IMPORTANT: Do not select more than 8 RNAV + RNP 
options.

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it. IMPORTANT: Do not select more than 8 RNAV + RNP 
options.

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it. IMPORTANT: Do not select more than 8 RNAV + RNP 
options.

A1 RNAV 10 (RNP 10) C1 RNAV 2 all permitted sensors

B1 RNAV 5 all permitted sensors C2 RNAV 2 GNSS

B2 RNAV 5 GNSS C3 RNAV 2 DME/DME

B3 RNAV 5 DME/DME C4 RNAV 2 DME/DME/IRU

B4 RNAV 5 VOR/DME D1 RNAV 1 all permitted sensors

B5 RNAV 5 INS or IRS D2
RNAV 1 GNSS (means your aircraft 
can fly RNAV SIDs & STARs)

B6 RNAV 5 LORAN C D3 RNAV 1 DME/DME

D4 RNAV 1 DME/DME/IRU

Required Navigation Performance (RNP) Capabilities

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it. IMPORTANT: Do not select more than 8 RNAV + RNP 
options.

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it. IMPORTANT: Do not select more than 8 RNAV + RNP 
options.

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it. IMPORTANT: Do not select more than 8 RNAV + RNP 
options.

Choose applicable option(s) for your aircraft. If you don’t know what one of these is, 
you should not select it. IMPORTANT: Do not select more than 8 RNAV + RNP 
options.

L1 RNP 4 S1 RNP APCH

O1 Basic RNP 1 all permitted sensors S2 RNP APCH with BARO-VNAV

O2 Basic RNP 1 GNSS T1
RNP AR APCH with RF
(special authorization required)

O3 Basic RNP 1 DME/DME T2
RNP AR APCH without RF
(special authorization required)

O4 Basic RNP 1 DME/DME/IRU
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ICAO Wake Category

Choose the option based on your aircraft’s maximum certificated takeoff weight:

Light 7,000 kg (15,500 lbs.) or less

Medium 7,001 kg up to 135,999 kg (15,501 lbs. to 299,999 lbs.)

Heavy 136,000 kg (300,000 lbs.) or more

Other Flight Info

Other Flight Info includes the following ICAO flight plan optional fields. Some 
entries may be required depending on the information you include in your flight 
plan. Tap on the field to type in the required information (see below for definitions.) 
Tap “Done” when you have entered all “Other Flight Information” needed.

     

Field Definition

CODE
Mode S code (6 characters, hexadecimal) when required by the appropriate 
ATS authority

COM
Communication capabilities not specified in Aircraft Radio Communication 
section.
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Field Definition

DAT Data capabilities not specified in CPDLC section.

DLE

Enroute delay or holding, insert the significant point(s) on the route where 
a delay is planned to occur, followed by the length of delay using four 
figure time in hours and minutes (hhmm).

Ex: MDG0030

EET

Significant points or FIR boundary designators and accumulated estimated 
elapsed times to such points or FIR boundaries.

Ex: KZLA0745 KZAB0830

NAV

For US flights requesting assignment of RNAV1 SIDs/STARs, in addition to 
the PBN information entered for an Aircraft, enter RNV followed by:
D# - Departure segment RNAV capability (# = nm accuracy)
E# - En route segment RNAV capability (# = nm accuracy)
A# - Arrival segment RNAV capability (# = nm accuracy)

Ex. If your aircraft can fly SIDs and STARs with 1nm accuracy, you could 
enter RNVD1A1

OPR
Name of the operator, if not obvious from the aircraft identification 
entered in the flight plan.

ORGN

Not required by FAA
Originator’s 8 letter AFTN address or other appropriate contact details, in 
cases where the originator of the flight plan may not be readily identified, 
as required by the appropriate ATS authority.

PER

Not required by FAA
Performance category based on Vref or 1.3Vso. Enter:

A: Less than 91 kts IAS
B: 91 kts to less than 121 kts IAS
C: 121 kts to less than 141 kts IAS
D: 141 kts to less than 166 kts IAS
E: 166 kts to less than 211 kts IAS
H: Helicopters
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Field Definition

RALT

ICAO four letter indicator(s) for en-route alternate(s), as specified in Doc 
7910, Location Indicators, or name(s) of en-route alternate aerodrome(s), if 
no indicator is allocated. For aerodromes not listed in the relevant 
Aeronautical Information Publication, indicate location in LAT/LONG or 
bearing and distance from the nearest significant point, as described in 
DEP above

REG
The registration markings of the aircraft, if different from the aircraft 
identification entered on the Flight Plan. Note that the FAA uses this 
information in monitoring of RVSM and ADS-B performance.

RIF

The route details to the revised destination aerodrome, following by the 
ICAO four-letter location indicator of the aerodrome. The revised route is 
subject to reclearance in flight.

Ex 1: DTA HEC KLAX
Ex 2: ESP G94 CLA YPPH

SEL SELCAL Code

SUR
Surveillance capability not specified in ICAO Surveillance section.  NOTE: If 
ADS-B capability is compliant with RTCA DO-260B, enter 260B. If ADS-B 
capability is compliant with RTCA DO-282B, enter 282B.

TALT

ICAO four letter indicator(s) for take-off alternate, as specified in Doc 7910, 
Location Indicators, or name of take-off alternate aerodrome, if no 
indicator is allocated. For aerodromes not listed in the relevant 
Aeronautical Information Publication, indicate location in LAT/LONG or 
bearing and distance from the nearest significant point, as described in 
DEP above.

TYP

Insert the type of aircraft if ZZZZ was entered for Aircraft. If necessary 
insert the number and type(s) of aircraft in a formation.

Ex. 1: Homebuilt
Ex. 2: 2 P51 B17 B24
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Filing with ForeFlight Mobile Change 
History

For v9.6 NOTE: REQUIRES iOS 9.2 or LATER
✤ Added ICAO Equipment codes P1, P2, P3

For v9.3 NOTE: REQUIRES iOS 9.2 or LATER
✤ ForeFlight now supports intra-European IFR flight plan filing.

✤ A new option in the filing form’s Send To menu allows you to export 
your flight plan as a PDF in the official ICAO format.

For v9.2 NOTE: REQUIRES iOS 9.2 or LATER

✤ Updated to reflect the new Flights tab and workflow, which replaces  
the “File & Brief” and adds a new way to plan a flight using an efficient 
form-based layout.  

For v8.0 NOTE: REQUIRES iOS 9.2 or LATER
✤ Added information about filing VFR flight plans in Canada.

For v7.0 NOTE: REQUIRES iOS 8.0 or LATER
✤ Added examples of common GA aircraft ICAO Equipment and 

Surveillance selections.

For v6.7 NOTE: REQUIRES iOS 7.1 or LATER

✤ Updates reflecting changes since v6.0.

For v6.0 NOTE: REQUIRES iOS 7.1 or LATER

✤ Compiled all ICAO flight plan related information from the “Pilot’s 
Guide to ForeFlight Mobile” into this standalone document.
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